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LibreOffice and OpenOffice are alternatives to Microsoft Office and are free, are non-proprietary and use 
international standards.

This article - https://windowssecrets.com/top-story/two-free-full-blown-alternatives-to-ms-office/ - compares and 
contrasts LibreOffice and OpenOffice.

This demonstration will use LibreOffice and show how to install Writer (a word processor) and Calc (a spreadsheet)
as those are the common ones that readers might want to use.

Download

The web address is http://www.libreoffice.org/ to get this

Click on Download LibreOffice now to get this

which is the US version so click on Change System, Version or Language to find the UK version.
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In the next window select the version you want. In this case select Windows to get a screen with lots to choose 
from.

Click on English(GB) to get this

Select the 3.6.5 version to get

This is the required version. The first entry is the main application. The second is the built-in help which I find more 
helpful/informative than the on-line version.

To download click (see screen shot above)

• Main installer and

• LibreOffice built in help.

In Handy resources click on Documentation to find what is available. There is a list of Guides on Writer, Calc, etc.

Save each file as they need to executed to modify/repair (see Install Calc below). The saved versions can be re-
installed if there are problems.
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Install   Writer  

After the download, about six/seven minutes, double click the
main entry to get the Windows security warning prompt and
click Run. The next window was the first for LibreOffice click 
Next to get this.

The Typical entry installs everything – Writer, Calc, Impress,
etc.

Select Custom as only Writer will be installed. Calc will be
added later as shown below.

Select Next to get this list

Leave Writer but for each unwanted entry click on 

and select the x entry.

Repeat for the remainder to get this layout.

Click on Optional Components and then Dictionary to get
this.

This shows English and French. Untick French. Go further
down the list to untick Spanish.
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Still within Optional Components untick

• Legacy filters

• Python-UNO bridge

• Online update – this accesses the internet each
time you run LibreOffice to see if there is an
updated version.

• Mobile device filters

• Active X controls

• Quick Starter – this loads parts of LibreOffice at
start up.

The others can be assessed by you. Click on each and, in
the upper right, is a brief explanation of what it does.

Within Optional Components untick all Extensions.

In the third entry, Additional user interface languages, there
are three selected by default

 as shown here -->.

Untick English (South Africa) and English.

Make sure the there is a tick alongside the Microsoft Word
Document.

Finally there is a window asking if you want an icon on the
desktop. Leave it ticked.

Click Install and wait. On completion a window pops up
with Installation Wizard Completed. Click Finish.

If you have LibreOffice installed the new version will overwrite the old but will, in my experience, keep your 
customisations eg additional spellings (in your private dictionary).

Go back to where the Help file was saved, double click it and wait until installed.
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Using Writer

Double click the LibreOffice icon on the desktop to get this.

Only Writer was installed so only Text Document is available, the
rest are greyed out.

Click Text Document and you have a blank word processor
document is displayed. It can be used as you would any other
word processor.

Demonstrate aspects of the word processor

• add a header and footer, with text, bolded and centred.
In the footer add a page number and date

• Insert some text and show varied ways to change the
font, its size, its alignment, etc

• create a new paragraph type and show how it is used including indenting lines

• show how to add bullets and/or numbers. In each case add one more paragraph to show how 
bullets/numbers incremented

• create a pdf

By default the document will be saved as .odt. It can be saved as .doc and .docx and, in each case, this window will
appear asking for confirmation and that some formatting/content may not be saved correctly. See section below on 
some issues.

Things you might want to do

• Use a font of your choice. Click Tools
then Options then LibreOffice Writer
then Basic Fonts

Click the down pointing arrow to see all
the fonts available and make a choice.
Ditto with Size.

If you have a Writer document open
you can see the changes being made.

By default the fonts/sizes will apply to
all Writer documents

• Save to a preferred location. By default 
LibreOffice will save to Documents on
the C drive. If you have another
partition specifically for data you can
force LibreOffice to save there. Click 
Tools then Options then LibreOffice
then Paths. Click on My Documents
and browse to the partition then Folder.
In this example it is 

D:\Brians_documents\Documents
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Install Calc

To install Calc, the spreadsheet, go to the
folder where the download are saved - shown
here - and double click the main installer

LibO_3.6.5_Win_x86_install_multi.msi

The Windows security warning pops up and click Run to get this. 
Click Modify as the installed LibreOffice is to be changed.

First time round Calc was marked as unwanted. This time remove
the X to get this.

On the next window make sure the entry Microsoft Excel
Spreadsheets is ticked.

Click Next and wait. On completion the Wizard prompts for a
Finish.

Surprisingly, for this version I had to reboot to make Calc
available.

Calc saves as type .ods. It can read and write the two current
Word Excel formats -.xls and .xlsx

If you decide to install Impress et al use the same approach. If you want to add some extensions/use an additional 
dictionary use the same approach.
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How does LibreOffice handle Word   documents  

To see what issues there may be in transferring Word documents to Writer a Word document (using XP and Word 
2007) was created with a mixture of 

• text (from articles in the Guardian and Independent)

• a photo with a caption

• a table (two columns by five rows)

• a header (with bold and centred text)

• a footer (with bold and centred text and a page number)

• a table of contents based on two heading types (this likely to be rarely used by readers) and it turned out to
be the problem area.

To see how LibreOffice handles the two Word types the document was saved as

• Sample as docx

• Sample as doc

Open each in LibreOffice and check against the Word document (Sample page 1 and Sample page 2, at the end of
this document).

Sample as doc

Differences

• The table of contents had Table of contents as an extra entry. That was corrected by deleting it then Insert 
then Indexes and Tables then Indexes and Tables then selecting the Index/Table tab and clicking Ok to 
accept the defaults.

• The last line of My diary overflowed onto a third page.

Sample as docx

Differences

• In Table of contents the first Heading 1 has been dropped and the page reference for My diary was wrong. 
Corrected as described above b  ut   see Note below.

• The number was missing from the caption. Corrected by clicking within the picture and selecting Caption 
and adding the relevant text.

Note. Although it was possible to add/delete within the file it was not
possible to delete the table of contents. This is the error message.

Within LibreOffice save it as .doc, then open it and the table can be
removed.
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Sample – page 1
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Sample – page 2
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